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Fast magic angle spinningWe present a suite of two-receiver solid-state NMR experiments for backbone and side chain resonance
assignment. The experiments rely on either dipolar coupling or scalar coupling for polarization transfer
and are devised to acquire a 1H–detected 3D experiment AND a nested 13C–detected 2D from a shared
excitation pulse. In order to compensate for the lower sensitivity of detection on 13C nucleus, 2D rows
are signal averaged during 3D planes. The 3D dual receiver experiments do not suffer from any apprecia-
ble signal loss compared to their single receiver versions and require no extra optimization. The resulting
data is higher in information content with no additional experiment time. The approach is expected to
become widespread as multiple receivers become standard for new NMR spectrometers.
 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an openaccess article under the CCBY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
Solid state nuclear magnetic resonance (ssNMR) spectroscopy is
a powerful method for characterizing the structure and dynamics
[1–4] of a wide variety of protein preparations including micro-
crystals [5–10], fibrils [11–17], sediments, membrane proteins
[18–21] as well as both homomeric and heteromeric assemblies
[22,23]. This approach is increasingly being used to non-
destructively characterize the biomolecular machinery to better
understand drug activity and cellular signaling at atomic resolu-
tion, sometimes in nearly-natural conditions [19,24–28]. While
NMR can provide unique data, the multidimensional experiments
needed to study large biomolecules are generally slow and insen-
sitive. In the recent years, there was a concerted effort to improve
practicality and take advantage of high sensitivity of 1H–detected
biomolecular experiments by combatting the 1H line broadening
through fast spinning and/or dilution of the proton network by
deuteration [23,29–36]. 1H–detected experiments have proven
beneficial for spectral assignment [23,37–40], structure determina-
tion [41,42], and quantification of dynamics [10,43–46]. On the
other hand, the 13C–detected experiments are typically not mea-sured under conditions favorable for 1H–detected experiments,
i.e. fast spinning in small rotors, due to poor sensitivity caused
by the reduction of the sample size and/or the removal of a large
portion of the high–c nuclei.
Several approaches to collect data more efficiently without spe-
cialized hardware have been invented over the years with the aim
to both reduce the overall experimental time and to improve sen-
sitivity and/or resolution. These data collection schemes can be
generalized into four approaches: altered sampling, frequency
encoded, relaxation optimized, and polarization optimized. In the
first approach, altered sampling experiments, e.g. GFT NMR
spectroscopy [47,48], Non-Uniform Sampling (NUS) [49–53] and
Projection Reconstruction (PR) [54], do not sample a full, evenly-
spaced rectangular grid of time points in the indirect dimensions,
but rather a subset of points not necessarily tied to the rectangular
grid. In the second approach, frequency encoding selectively
excites either a portion of the sample by using gradients and imag-
ing techniques (or an orientation-dependent term) as in single scan
NMR [55,56] or by exciting a portion of the spectrum using selec-
tive pulses as in Hadamard NMR [57,58]. The third approach relies
on relaxation optimized methods, which seek to minimize the time
needed between sampling points by reducing 1H T1 and conse-
quently the wait time between experiments either through clever
spin manipulations as in BEST (Band-selective Excitation Short-
Transient) and SO-FAST (band-Selective Optimized Flip-Angle
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sample [62–64]. In the fourth approach, ‘‘many-at-once” experi-
ments aim to make the most of the initial polarization by collecting
more than one experiment per excitation pulse. For example, time-
shared experiments allow the polarization to follow multiple path-
ways with two (or more) experiments being obtained during one
acquisition taking advantage of either phase labelling, or chemical
shift differences [65–72]. Alternatively, experiments such as
DUMAS (DUal acquisition Magic Angle Spinning) [73], MAESTRO
[74], MAESTOSO (Multiple Acquisitions via Sequential Transfer of
Orphan Spin pOlarization) [75,76], Multiple Sequential Acquisi-
tions [77], and UTOPIA (Unified Time-Optimized Interleaved
Acquisition NMR) [78] yield multiple experiments with a small
time penalty by acquiring different pathways sequentially with
fraction of the magnetization being stored in a long-lived state dur-
ing the encoding of the first pathway.
The frequency encoded approach is difficult to apply to biolog-
ical MAS NMR; the single scan technique requires very strong,
well-aligned and reproducible gradients, which are challenging
for MAS probes, and there are typically no anisotropic couplings
large enough for orientation selection [79,80]. In addition, the
extent of inhomogeneous broadening typical for solid samples is
too large for Hadamard encoding. However, the other three
approaches are in current use.
Perhaps the most commonly employed approach is paramag-
netic doping used with both deuterated and protonated protein
samples in 1H–detected [23,63,81] and 13C–detected experiments
[64]. Since doping also enhances transverse relaxation, this
approach requires a balance between the extent of 1H T1 reduction
and the overall line broadening [81]. The BEST and SO-FAST exper-
iments rely on scalar-coupling based transfers that require 1H
transverse relaxation times longer than typically observed even
with 100 kHz spinning and thus, currently, do not provide a com-
petitive edge over traditional approaches except for special cases.
They could, however, become more practical as yet faster spinning
frequencies become available.
The second most popular method is likely non-uniform sam-
pling (NUS) [82,83] for arbitrarily high dimensional (nD with
n  3) data. NUS is a well-supported technology with several tools
available through both commercial and non-commercial software.
NUS is certainly an important tool to address resolution in large
systems and can be applied to a broad range of experiments.
Finally, the polarization-optimized, ‘‘many-at-once” approach is
attractive due to the ability to acquire multiple experiments at the
same time. Polarization that is otherwise discarded, or orphaned,
after the primary polarization transfer steps, and the long longitu-
dinal relaxation times of certain nuclei enable the acquisition of
multiple experiments either simultaneously [70] or sequentially;
on one or two channels [77]. Experiments with same dimensional-
ity can be recorded using multiple receivers, in general [84], but
the large difference in sensitivity between nuclei makes such a
solution impractical except in special cases, e.g. for small, isotopi-
cally labelled molecules or when considering various quadrupolar
nuclei with comparable sensitivity. In the present study, we pro-
pose a practical solution on how one can utilize multiple receivers
where the sensitivity on different channels is dramatically differ-
ent. Towards this end, we use an approach similar to the UTOPIA
scheme [78] but with a dual receiver set-up to acquire nested
lower dimensionality spectra (here, a 2D) on a secondary channel
while acquiring a higher dimensionality spectrum (here a 3D) on
the primary nucleus. In contrast to a standard UTOPIA approach,
the lower sensitivity of the low-c nucleus is compensated for by
acquiring more transients per point for the 2D compared to the
more sensitive 1H–detected 3D, at the cost of an additional chem-
ical shift dimension. Specifically, we describe a two-receiver
approach to modify solid-state 1H–detected 3D experiments forbackbone and sidechain assignments and to simultaneously obtain
13C–detected 2D spectra where the additional 2D is obtained with-
out disturbing the 3D polarization transfer pathway. We describe a
suite of experiments (available on-line at http://wrap.warwick.ac.
uk/116953/) using a selection of both dipolar and scalar-coupling
based carbon homonuclear mixing schemes.
The experiments presented here are designed to facilitate spec-
tral assignment by increasing the information content with little
additional setup or signal loss. The low– c detection complements
the 3D data by providing direct evidence of the polarization path-
way, generating an additional 2D spectrum involving frequencies
not encoded in the parent 3D under identical experimental condi-
tions, and maximizing the resolution for the directly detected low–
c nuclei. Our approach offers certain tangible advantages over the
prior art. In relation to multiple receiver experiments developed
primarily by Kupce [84], the reduced dimensionality of the low–
c detected experiments allows for adequate sensitivity without
lengthening the experiment time for the high– c detected experi-
ment. Other orphaned-polarization methods [73–77] require the
full optimization of all polarization transfers for claw-back, while
the experiments presented here can produce useful information
once the primary HNC transfer path is established without the
need for extra transfers. It may be possible to merge more ‘‘parent”
and ‘‘child” experiments using the other orphaned-polarization
techniques, but that is beyond the scope of this work. Finally, the
UTOPIA experiments utilized one receiver, and switched it
between channels, while our approach had dedicated receivers
for each detect channel. It is likely that our approach is more easily
implemented, and expanded upon, in state-of-the-art spectrome-
ters, while older spectrometers must adapt the UTOPIA channel
switching implementation. Neither of the two implementations
are integrated into the existing ‘‘MC” macro infrastructure.2. Materials and methods
2.1. Sample preparation
Uniformly 1H/13C/15N labelled GB1 (T2Q mutant) was prepared
as described previously [7] and doped with 4,4-dimethyl-4-silapen
tane-1-sulfonic acid (DSS) as an internal standard. 0.5 mg of
microcrystalline protein slurry was packed into a Bruker 0.7 mm
zirconia solid-state NMR.2.2. NMR experiments
All experiments were acquired on a Bruker Avance III spectrom-
eter operating at 700.13 MHz 1H frequency with two receivers run-
ning Topspin 3.5 patch level 6. A Bruker three channel 0.7 mmMAS
probe was tuned to 1H–13C–15N, and the sample spinning was con-
trolled to 100 kHz ± 3 Hz. The temperature of the sample was reg-
ulated using 500 L/h gas flow with a nominal set-point of 278 K.
The sample temperature is estimated to be 300 K based on the
difference between the water resonance and the DSS peak at
0.0 ppm [85,86].
Hard pulses were calibrated such that the 1H 90 pulses were
2.0 ls (m1,H = 125 kHz), and both 13C and 15N were either 2.5 ls
(m1 = 100 kHz) or 3.6 ls (m1 = 70 kHz). Low-power (m1,H  10 kHz)
1H WALTZ-64 decoupling was applied during evolution,
acquisition, and the scalar transfer periods of the heavy nuclei.
Low-power (m1,N  10 kHz) WALTZ-64 15N decoupling was applied
during 1H acquisition [87]. The MISSISSIPPI (xyxy) solvent suppres-
sion scheme was used with 4 spinlock pulses of 15 ms each and
25 kHz spinlock, however, the homo-spoil gradient is omitted
[88]. Q3 Gaussian cascade pulses with 1000 points were calibrated
for selective inversion with 165 ms (bandwidth of 20.5 kHz or
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760 ms (bandwidth of 5.3 kHz or 30 ppm) [89]. The carbon fre-
quency was altered by changing the spectrometer offset frequency
using pre-defined constants. To avoid phase accumulation the fre-
quency was changed either during the Z-filter period immediately
prior to a spin-lock, or pulses were included that compensate for
the phase accumulation. Each 1H and 13C FID was acquired for
30 ms with a spectral width of 20 ppm and 400 ppm respectively.
A relaxation delay of 2 s was used for all experiments. The States-
TPPI method was employed for quadrature detection in the indi-
rect dimensions [90].
1H–13C cross-polarization (CP) with average m1,H  110 kHz and
a linear 15% ramp (85%-100%, from 101.5 to 119.5 kHz) and a
zero-quantum (ZQ) match condition at m1,C  10 kHz was used
for carbon excitation. The contact time was 350 ms and the carrier
was set to 55 ppm for the initial 1H–13Ca CP carbon excitation, the
contact time was 2 ms and the carrier was set to 40 ppm for
1H–13Cali CP, and finally, the contact time was 2.25 ms and the car-
rier was set to 175 ppm for the 1H–13CO CP. 13C–15N selective
transfer was optimized by 2-variable array search over a variety
of possible match conditions. The optimum transfer for SPECIFIC
CP [91] was observed for m1,N  55 kHz and m1,C  45 kHz (with
an 81–99% tangent ramp, from 40.5 to 49.5 kHz) with no 1H decou-
pling applied. The 15N–1H CP was performed with a 600 ms contact
pulse with average m1,H  85 kHz with a linear 15% ramp (85%-
100%, from78 to 92 kHz) and a double-quantum (DQ) match con-
dition at m1,N  15 kHz. The 13C–13C RFDR [92] mixing was used
with xy-8 phase scheme for a total of 96 rotor periods (960 ms)
with no frequency changes. The 13CO–13Ca and 13Ca–13CO DREAM
[93] mixing used a ±10% tangent ramp with 5 ms mixing where
m1,C was optimized at 45 kHz and the offset was set to the source
frequency (CO and Ca respectively). For the 13Ca–13Cb DREAM, theFig. 1. Generalized pulse sequences for embedded acquisition. Panel (a) shows the polari
receiver. Panels (b–d) show a selection of dual receiver configurations with an added carb
13C–detected CC 2D spectrum. The strategy shown in panel (b) takes advantage of long ni
(c) switches the order of the nitrogen chemical shift evolution and the carbon acquisitio
until the standard 3D is finished, in order to guarantee the full preservation of the 3D scarrier frequency was set to 10,000 Hz from the Ca resonance
(approx. 150 ppm) to avoid the preferred 13CO–13Ca transfer.
The DREAM transfer was 6 ms for 13Ca–13Cb transfer, and 7 ms
for 13CO–13Ca and 13Ca–13CO. The J–coupling delay s for 13CO–13Ca
transfer was set to 3.0 ms for the period when Ca is transverse and
3.5 ms for the period when CO is transverse, where JCO-Ca is 55 Hz
(1/(4 J) = 4.7 ms). The J–coupling delay s for the half-transfer
between 13Ca–13Cb was set to 3.6 ms where JCa-Cb is 35 Hz (1/(4 J)
= 7.2 ms; 1/(8 J) = 3.6 ms). For the TOCSY [94] experiments, the
DIPSI-3 [95] scheme was used with a 16.3 ms mixing period. For
narrow-band (aliphatic) transfer, the offset was 45 ppm, and the
applied field was 10 kHz. For broad-band (to both carbonyl and
aliphatic carbons) transfer the offset was set to 175 ppm with a
field of 25 kHz.
Instructions on setting up multiple receiver experiments for
Bruker instruments (Topspin 3.5pl6) can be found in the supple-
mentary information and are also found in the header of the pro-
vided Bruker pulse sequence files. The pulse sequences can be
downloaded from http://wrap.warwick.ac.uk/116953/. The raw
spectra are available online at http://wrap.warwick.ac.uk/
120508/.
3. Pulse sequence design
The ability to acquire high resolution 1H–detected experiments
has precipitated the need for triple-resonance experiments for
spectral assignment. These experiments are usually based on solu-
tion NMR triple-resonance assignment protocols, but there are
substantive differences in the types and mechanisms of mixing
which are available in solid state NMR that will be addressed in
detail in later sections. It is beyond the scope of this work to
compile and modify all possible proton–detected experiments.zation transfer pathway for sequential assignment commonly used with a single 1H
on detection period. The experiments yield a 1H–detected 3D C(c)NH spectrum and a
trogen T1 times; this arrangement was the one preferred in this work. Configuration
n compared to (b). Finally, in configuration (d) the orphaned carbon signal is stored
ensitivity.
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sequences into embedded [2D, 3D] multiple receiver experiments
is warranted. To be consistent with the terminology used in the
Topspin software, the higher dimensional experiment, usually
acquired on the higher frequency channel (1H), is referred to as
the parent 3D experiment and the lower dimensional, 2D low-c
detected (13C) experiment is referred to as the child.
A typical 1H–detected triple-resonance backbone assignment
experiments consist of a carbon excitation step (1H–13C CP), a 13C
chemical shift evolution period, possibly a carbon mixing period,
followed by a 13C–15N transfer, an 15N chemical shift evolution per-
iod, transfer from nitrogen to hydrogen (1H–15N CP), and finally
acquisition on the 1H channel (Fig. 1a). In real life applications
polarization transfer is rarely >50% efficient. Some signal is leftFig. 2. Two-receiver 2D, 3D hC[C, NH] pulse sequences with longitudinal 13C–13C RFDR m
spectrum. In (a) the 13C direct detection occurs between the 13C–15N CP step and the 1H
avoid any effects on the 3D. For (c), the 3D will also encode the sidechain resonance frequ
black rectangles represent 90 and 180 hard pulses, respectively. When not shown, the p
/6 = (x*4, x*4), /8 = (y, y), /10 = (y, y, x, x), /16 = (y, y, y, y, y, y, y, y), /17 = y*2
y, y, y, y). States-TPPI is employed on /2 for the shared 13C dimension of all experimbehind, or orphaned, at every transfer step during the experiment.
Since we wish to observe the orphaned signal directly, an acquisi-
tion can be added after any heteronuclear transfer, while the polar-
ization on the primary path is preserved for later. We have chosen
to observe 13C since it has a higher gyromagnetic ratio than 15N,
and it has a higher information content due to more extensive net-
work of bonded 13C nuclei. In the experiments described here, the
leftover carbon signal is time and phase encoded during the 3D
experiment. In order to generate 2D 13C–13C spectrum various car-
bon mixing schemes are included.
The 13C acquisition period can be added in several different con-
figurations as shown in Fig. 1b–d. The acquisition on the two recei-
vers could take place concurrently, but doing so restricts the ability
to apply decoupling, e.g. 1H decoupling could not be applied duringixing. The experiments simultaneously collect a 2D (13C–13C) and a 3D (13C–15N–1H)
detection period. For (b) the 13C detection period is moved after the 1H detection to
encies since the 13C–13C mixing occurs before the 13C–15N CP step. Narrow and broad
hases of the pulses are x. The phase cycling is as follows: (a): /1 = (x*2, x*2), /2 = x,
, x*2), receiver 1: /31 = (y, y, x, x, y, y, x, x) and receiver 2: /30 = (x, x, x, x,
ents; on /7 for (a) and (b), and /6 for (c) for the 15N dimension.
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sition is placed directly after the carbon to nitrogen CP while the
nitrogen signal is stored on the Z axis; the nitrogen is frequency
labelled after the carbon acquisition. This arrangement is designed
to limit the signal loss from spin lattice relaxation for both path-
ways since the 15N T1 times are usually on the order of 10–30 s,
while the 13C T1 times are typically shorter, especially for side-
chain carbons. Fig. 1c shows an experiment where the order of car-
bon detection and nitrogen evolution is reversed from Fig. 1b. This
arrangement was found to be slightly less sensitive particularly for
experiments storing aliphatic carbon signal. Hence the experi-
ments reported in this paper are primarily in the 1b configuration.
Finally, the orphaned carbon signal can be stored until after the 3D
is finished (Fig. 1d), so that the only alteration to the 3D is an addi-
tional short 13C storage pulse after 13C–15N CP. This arrangement
may be necessary if the homonuclear mixing and/or acquisition
compromise the intensity of the 3D. In non-ideal cases, carbon-
mixing schemes may also recouple the heteronuclear dipole when
applied, which is detrimental to the overall 3D efficiency.
The modifications needed to adapt existing pulse sequences
into an embedded multiple receiver experiment are straightfor-
ward (Fig. 1, see SI for the pulse programs in the Bruker format
and instructions). The receiver phase for the embedded (child)
experiment must be determined separately from the primary
experiment. For example, the receiver phase of the ‘‘child” experi-
ment is not altered by any change to the spin-lock phases during
the 13C–15N CP, while the ‘‘parent” receiver phase must follow
the changes to the spin lock phases on both channels. The phase
cycling of the pulses after the 13C–15N CP step on the parent path-
way are on an independent pathway to the ‘‘child” acquisition and
cannot affect the ‘‘child” (which may have already been observed).
To illustrate, in the experiment shown in Fig. 2a, changing /5 does
not affect the 13C receiver phase, since there is no change to theFig. 3. Cube representation of the parent 3D 13Cb/13Ca -15N-1H and child 2D 13Cb-13Ca co
and (c) COSY coupling based homonuclear 13C–13C mixing. Black contours are positive,
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)coherence order for the orphaned spins, but such a change is
affected in the 1H receiver. Since a 2D 13C–13C correlation spectrum
is the desired child experiment, the 15N dimension must be the
inner loop. The inner (fast) loop of the 3D is used to collect one
row of the child while a full plane of the parent experiment is being
collected. The number of coadded transients for the child 2D is the
number of transients multiplied by the number of rows in the
unshared chemical shift evolution period, i.e. number of transients
in 2D = (number of transients in 3D) * (number of rows = real
+ imaginary data in the indirect dimension), e.g. 16 transients * 38
TD1 = 608 transients for the child 2D. The parent data is written to
disk after the specified number of scans, while the child is only
written after the completion of a 3D plane (at the time of the child
indirect dimension evolution; the outer loop). Such construction
ensures that much larger number of transients is recorded for
the 13C–detected 2D child experiment compared to the 3D parent
experiment thus partially compensating for the lower sensitivity
of 13C detection. Storage and recall pulses are added as needed.
Since the dynamics can differ greatly between proteins, and
even different segments within a protein, different mixing schemes
are better for different samples. Consequently, we have created
and tested experiments with dipolar coupling based mixing
schemes including RFDR [92] and DREAM [93] and J–coupling
based schemes including COSY [37,38,94] and TOCSY [42]. As a
general rule, dipolar transfers are better for sites with short coher-
ence lifetimes, while scalar-coupling based schemes are better for
sites with long coherence lifetimes.
4. Pulse sequences
At moderate (<20 kHz) spinning frequencies proton driven spin
diffusion (PDSD) and dipolar assisted rotational recoupling (DARR)
are commonly employed for longitudinal 13C–13C mixing. Therrelation spectra on crystalline [U–13C, 15N]GB1 acquired with (a) RFDR, (b) DREAM,
and red are negative. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
224 A. Gallo et al. / Journal of Magnetic Resonance 305 (2019) 219–231prevalence of these mixing schemes is in large part due to the easy
set up rather than their superior properties. The mechanism of
transfer in these experiments is deceptively complicated and is
dependent on the spinning rate and magnetic field. At spinning fre-
quencies >60 kHz and high magnetic fields proton driven spin dif-
fusion is greatly attenuated [95] leading to poor performance for
PDSD and DARR. It is thus challenging to select for one-bond
13C–13C polarization transfer exclusively and efficiently. Improved
spin diffusion schemes for application at fast spinning frequencies
have been developed but not widely adapted [96]. After spin-
diffusion based 13C–13C longitudinal mixing, RFDR is probably the
next easiest to calibrate longitudinal mixing scheme that works
at very fast spinning. RFDR will be used throughout as an example
of a longitudinal mixing scheme, though any other longitudinal
mixing scheme can be substituted in its place in the described
experiments. 13C–13C RFDR (and 13C–13C TOCSY) are better options
for experiments where broad-band 13C–13C mixing is desirable.
The DREAM and COSY schemes are more suitable for selective
13C–13C transfer but are typically more challenging to optimize
compared to RFDR or TOCSY.
We inserted an RFDR 13C–13C mixing period into a 3D hCNH fin-
gerprint experiment following the heteronuclear polarization
transfer to minimize the disturbance to the 3D experiment.
Fig. 2a shows a pulse sequence for a [2D, 3D] hC[C, NH] experiment
where the carbon mixing and acquisition is before the nitrogen
evolution, as in top of Fig. 1b (SI file war.hCA[C, NH]_RFDR_AFTER).Fig. 4. Pulse sequence diagrams for [2D, 3D] assignment experiments with DREAM mixin
and (b) hCAco[C, NH] (hCOca[C, NH]). Rounded pulses represent 180 selective shaped pu
is /1 = (x*2, x*2), /3 = y, /5 = (x*4, x*4), /7 = y, /10 = (y, y, x, x), /13 = (x, y), /15 = (
x). States-TPPI is employed on /3 and /7. The carrier frequency is changed during the z-fiAn alternative pulse sequence (Fig. 2b) moves the 13C acquisition
after the 3D experiment is finished avoiding any disturbance to
the 3D. The additional storage pulses are not usually phase-
cycled but their presence means that a different pulse must be
used for indirect dimension quadrature detection. This class of
experiments (RFDR mixing) produces a 3D experiment with a ser-
ies of nominally one-bond polarization transfers where a 13C–13C
2D is acquired at the same time, as shown in Fig. 3a. The 3D hCANH
obtained on GB1 using this approach is of high quality and is com-
parable to the traditionally acquired single receiver experiment in
terms of sensitivity and resolution. The biggest difference between
the multiple receiver (hCA[C, NH]_RFDR_AFTER) and single recei-
ver (hCANH) is that the spectral width for the indirect carbon
dimension must be increased to fit the full aliphatic region instead
of the CA region.
DREAM [93] can be used for transverse 13C–13C mixing using
the pulse programs shown schematically in Fig. 4. These experi-
ments employ a soft-hard p-pulse pair to provide frequency dis-
crimination to ensure the correct polarization pathway is chosen
during optimization, with the bonus feature that the 13C–13C sca-
lar couplings are decoupled. A Z-filter is implemented before the
DREAM mixing to improve the quadrature detection, provide a
time for frequency switching if needed, and to ensure a constant
duty cycle for the entire experiment. In this, and all following
pulse schemes, we focused our effort on experiments with
13C–13C mixing before the 13C-15N transfer since these carry theg. The 3D DREAM–based experiments for assignments results in (a) hcaCBca[C, NH]
lses. Unless otherwise noted, the phase is x. For both experiments, the phase cycling
x, x), receiver 1 is /31 = (y, y, x, x, y, y, x, x) and receiver 2 is /30 = (x, x, x,
lter period before the DREAM period, and again between the DREAM and CP periods.
A. Gallo et al. / Journal of Magnetic Resonance 305 (2019) 219–231 225relevant backbone walk information for solution NMR-style
assignments [97,98].
The h(CBCA)NH 3D with embedded 2D is shown in Fig. 3b.
Because DREAM is double quantum mixing, the Cb peaks in
the 3D, and the cross peaks of the 2D have the opposite signFig. 5. Pulse sequence diagrams for [2D, 3D] assignment experiments with COSY mixing.
NH], (b) hCAco[C, NH], and (c) hCOca[C, NH]. Rounded pulses represent 180 selective sha
y), /2 = (y, y, y, y), /5 = (y*4, y*4), /6 = (x*8, x*8), /7 = y, /12 = y, /13 = y, /14 = x, r
/30 = (x, x, x, x). For b and c the phase cycling is /0 = y /1 = (x, x), /3 = y, /6 = (x*8,
y, y, y, y, y, y, y, y, y, y) and receiver 2 is /30 = (x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x). Statesof their transfer partners. This is the same as in solution NMR
HNCACB experiments and can be a helpful feature during the
backbone walk. In the 13C–13C 2D, there are positive cross-
peaks in the Thr Ca to C c 2 region, which indicates that some
2-bond, relayed transfers occurred. The digital resolution in theModifying the 3D COSY–based experiments for assignments results in (a) hcaCBca[C,
ped pulses. Unless otherwise noted, the phase is x. For a the phase cycling is /0 = (y,
eceiver 1 is /31 = (x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x) and receiver 2 is
x*8), /7 = y, /13 = (x, x, y, y), /18 = (x*4, y*4); receiver 1 is /31 = (y, y, y, y, y, y,
-TPPI is employed on /2, /12 and /7 in a and /3 and /7 in b and c.
226 A. Gallo et al. / Journal of Magnetic Resonance 305 (2019) 219–231indirect 13C dimension was reduced for the experiment in 3b
compared to 3a, which explains some of the apparent change
in linewidth between the two experiments. The sample had also
partially dehydrated between the collection of the datasets. In
the 13C–13C 2D DREAM, the signals of the Ca nuclei are more
intense than the other aliphatic carbons. This difference in signal
intensity might be due to the selectivity of the DREAM mixing
within the full aliphatic bandwidth, or to the reduced T1q of
the sidechains during the 13Ca–15N CP, and DREAM spin locks.
Still, the DREAM spectrum contains information about the side-
chain contained in the 2D that is lost in the 3D dataset. The 13-
Ca–13CO and 13CO–13Ca 2D experiments are of high quality, and
show a very efficient DREAM transfer, and are much less chal-
lenging to optimize compared to 13Cb–13Ca transfer. The 13-
CO–13Ca and 13Ca–13CO DREAM transfer efficiencies (50%) are
higher than RFDR (15%).
The scalar coupling based sequences, COSY (hCOcaNH, hCA-
coNH, hcaCBcaNH, hcaCBcacoNH) or TOCSY (hCCaNH TOCSY, and
hCCONH TOCSY), are also amenable to use with parallel acquisi-
tion. The COSY–based pulse sequences, shown in Fig. 5, utilize free
precession and selective echoes to transfer the polarization via the
scalar coupling through the chemical bonds, in close analogy to
solution NMR experiments. TOCSY experiments are useful to iden-
tify the type of amino acid sidechain when the Cb resonance is not
sufficient. This information is needed when there are many long
chain amino acids with nearly degenerate chemical shifts. TOCSY
correlations can be obtained using the DIPSI3 pulse sequence as
shown in Fig. 6 [99,100].Fig. 6. Pulse sequence diagrams for [2D, 3D] assignment experiments with TOCSY mixin
hCali[C, NH] sidechain correlations. Unless otherwise noted, the phase is x. For a and b the
x) and receiver 2 is /30 = (x, x, y, y, x, x, y, y). States-TPPI is employed on / 2 andThe COSY–based sequence for backbone correlations (Fig. 5a)
produced a high-quality 3D, but the 13C–13C 2D (Fig. 3c) had some-
what poor sensitivity. As is common practice in solution NMR, the
scalar coupling was half-evolved, to produce both 13Ca and 13Cb
resonances (where they have opposite signs). In this case the 3D
was of sufficient quality for assignments, but the 13C–13C 2D was
not. The possible explanation for the poor quality of 13C–13C 2D
might be sample dehydration or too long J–coupling evolution
periods based on the typical coupling magnitudes without taking
relaxation into account, or insufficient decoupling during 13C
detection, but the true reason for the discrepancy is not known.
The primary consideration for the application of multiple recei-
ver experiments, apart from hardware availability, is the potential
loss in sensitivity of the 3D. We find that the first row of the single
receiver 3D experiment is <10% higher than when in a dual receiver
configuration, as shown in Fig. 7a., but we note that there is a vari-
ance of 3% in consecutively acquired first row experiments due to
noise and water suppression. We also find that the placement of
the 13C acquisition is not a large factor in the 3D’s sensitivity, since
the 3D pathway is stored on 15N, and the 15N T1 times are very long
(20 s) in GB1 (and most other solid proteins). Comparing 13C sen-
sitivity between single and double receiver configuration, as
shown in Fig. 7b, we found that 50–60% of the 13C intensity is
depleted by 13C–15N transfer. The placement of the 13C acquisition
period effects the sensitivity in a complicated, but minor way.
Despite this loss, the multiple receiver versions of the experiment
still result in a more efficient use of spectrometer time since a
13C–13C 2D would not otherwise be acquired. There is only a veryg. 3D TOCSY experiments for (a) inter-residue hCalico[C, NH] and (b) intra-residue
phase cycling is /2 = (y, y), /4 = (x*4,x*4), receiver 1 is /31 = (y,y, x,x, y, y, x,
/ 4 in a and b.
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large number of scans is acquired for free with magnetization that
would be discarded otherwise.
In summary, we use two receivers to simultaneously record
complementary a 1H–detected parent 3D experiment and 13C–de-
tected child 2D experiment. The 1H–detected parent 3D spectra
correlate 1H, 15N, and adjacent 13CO/13Ca-13Cb, and aliphatic 13C
using a heteronuclear 1H/13C, 15N/13C, and finally 15N/1H cross-
polarization steps, possibly with a homonuclear 13C–13C transfer
using either an RFDR, DREAM, COSY or TOCSY schemes. The intra–
and inter–residue correlations obtained in such experiments are
sufficient to perform a backbone walk. A ‘‘child” 2D 13C–13C spec-
trum is acquired using a second receiver to give Cali, Cb, Ca and/
or CO shifts which are not observed in the parent 3D (see Figs. 8
and 9). One row in the 2D is acquired for each 3D plane, which
results in a larger number of scans per point compared to 3D and
thus partially offsets the lower sensitivity of 13C detection com-
pared to 1H detection. The result is an efficient exploitation of
the discarded 13C carbon magnetization and more effective use of
spectrometer time.Fig. 7. Sensitivity comparison of single receiver vs dual receiver acquisition
experiments. (a) 1D overlay of single receiver hCANH (blue) vs dual receiver
experiments with different position of the RFDR mixing, e.g. RDFR after CN transfer
(red) and RFDR after the 3D acquisition (black). All these experiments were
acquired and processed in the same way (ns 128). (b) 1D overlay of single receiver
hCC RFDR (blue) vs dual receiver experiments with different position of the RFDR
mixing, e.g. RDFR after CN transfer (red) and RFDR after the 3D acquisition (black).
All these experiments were acquired and processed in the same way. The 4864 ns is
determined by the number of scans for the 3D (128) times the number of rows in
the 15N plane (38).These experiments are based on the hC(c)NH polarization path-
way commonly used for 1H–detected assignment experiments,
which is currently the best performing polarization transfer
scheme for extensively deuterium labelled proteins. Any triply-
labelled and back-exchanged sample that gives quality spectra
should be amenable once polarization transfer conditions are
found, whatever the desired spinning rate, although no such exper-
iments were performed in this study. It should also be possible to
adapt experiments that excite the initial polarization in different
ways, and on all relevant nuclei [102]. While the goal of this study
was to productively utilize the second receiver, it may be possible
to adapt this implementation for use with one receiver, as in the
UTOPIA suite of solution NMR pulse sequences. Additionally, the
pulse sequences should be combatable with sparse sampling
approaches, such as NUS, if care is taken such that the sampling
results in the same number of scans in each row of the 2D.
However, fast spinning presents the possibility to explore alter-
native polarization pathways especially where there is good reso-
lution for the sidechain protons. Out-and-stay or out-and-back
schemes (hN(c)CH, hn(c)CNH) or sidechain only (hCCH) pathways
should provide a way to create additional useful correlation spec-
tra from the initial excitation. Combining multiple polarization
pathways using simultaneous transfers and time-sharing with
any number of sequential acquisitions on any number of receivers
should be possible as shown by Gopinath and Veglia [73–75] and
Sharma et al. [77].
The 3D experiments with 13C–13C transfer could possibly be
expanded into four dimensions by adding in an evolution time
for the ‘‘silent” nucleus. However, it is not clear which approach
to reduce the dimensionality for the low- c acquired spectrum is
best. The most straightforward approach is to reduce the dimen-
sion by one to produce, for example, a 4D hCACONH and a 3D
CACOCX. However, it might be better to utilize a separate polariza-
tion pathway to acquire a 2D (or 3D) N(co)CX. It may turn out that
neither approach is tenable, and that one of the many multiple
receiver experiments from solution NMR which could be adapted
by applying this to approach or those designed for small molecule
solution NMR, like PANACEA [84]. It should also be possible to
design new experiments to measure recoupled interactions or
relaxation on multiple nuclei, or to combine more experiments
into this framework to improve both the data acquisition rate
and to more efficiently utilize all of the initial polarization, and fur-
ther development is warranted.
The resonance assignment of the micro-crystalline protein GB1
is easily confirmed from the application of the double receiver
experiments (Figs. 8 and 9). While it might be unnecessary for
GB1 crystals, connecting multiple nuclei to the fingerprint experi-
ment (HN, or CC) improves confidence for the backbone assign-
ment. The silent Cb, Ca, and CO correlations from the carbon–
detected experiments essentially provide a 4th dimension of infor-
mation at high resolution and should help resolve ambiguities. 1H,
13C, and 15N resonances assignments were manually picked and
interactively analyzed for all the acquired spectra. GB1 backbone
cross-peaks were manually assigned corresponding to 100% of
the observed backbone 1H–15N resonances in the CP-based 1H–de-
tected 2D 1H–15N correlation spectra. Full backbone and side chain
assignment confirms those found in literature for 111 kHz (BMRB
accession code 30088) [42].5. Conclusion
In line with other techniques available in solution NMR, our
solid-state approach relies on the parallel acquisition of several
spectra using a single relaxation recycle delay. Generally, as with
most multidimensional NMR experiments, the majority of the
Fig. 8. Schematic representation of the intra–residue assignment process using the simultaneous and parallel acquisition. Intra-residue assignment process for the K28 (red
lines) and V29 (blue lines) using the TOCSY (CBCANH 3D + C–C TOCSY 2D). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
Fig. 9. Schematic representation of the intra–residue and inter–residue assignment process using the simultaneous and parallel acquisition. Intra-residue assignment process
for the K28 (red lines) and V29 (blue lines) using the COSY mixing scheme. CBCANH 3D + CB–CA COSY 2D on the left (parent 1 and child 1) for the intra-residue correlations
and CA(CO)NH 3D + CA–CO COSY 2D on the right (parent 2 and child 2). Positive peaks are colored in black and negative peaks are colored in red. Light orange lines indicate
intra-residue correlations and blue line indicates the inter-residue correlation. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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for the recycle delay. It is also desirable that all available magneti-
zation is used effectively. Indeed, in solid state NMR experiments
much of the available magnetization is orphaned on the low– c
nuclei during polarization transfer. We demonstrate that the dis-
carded magnetization from the low–c nuclei can be effectively
exploited to give useful correlation spectra. The additional low–c
acquisition can be arranged in a way that it does not compromise
the efficiency of the higher dimension parent experiment, which
means that the additional acquisition comes at negligible cost. Ide-
ally such an approach provides pseudo-4D information expanding
the information content of the parent 3Ds. However, the 4D may
still be needed for the improved resolution that these experiments
cannot wholly address. This approach could also be powerful for
monitoring sample integrity in higher dimensional experiments.
There is also a need to bridge a gap between datasets collected
on the same biological system but on different (typically larger vol-
ume and slower spinning) MAS probes, where 13C is the preferred
acquisition nucleus. Additionally, portions of the protein may be
incompatible with proton spectroscopy, perhaps there is motional
averaging or PRE-broadening which more strongly effect the pro-
ton experiments but are not as detrimental to carbon detection
[101,102].
Thus far, there have been few applications for multiple receiver
spectrometers, and most have not become widespread. All Bruker
spectrometers moving forward will have a receiver for each chan-
nel as standard equipment. Our approach suggests one practical
way to exploit this new norm for hardware. The experiments pre-
sented here are applicable at slower MAS for substantially deuter-
ated systems (e.g. 3.2 mm rotors with 20% back exchanged 1H;
samples produced for 1H detection) given appropriate CP transfers
are accessible. The modifications to the pulse sequence do not neg-
atively affect the quality of the final spectrum in this approach, nor
do they significantly increase the difficulty of the experimental
optimizations, and thus we expect wide adoption.
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